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The Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) mission launched on 

September 6, 2013 and underwent a one month cruise phase before lunar insertion. The 

LADEE spacecraft is a power limited, octagonal, composite bus structure with solar panels 

on all eight sides with four vertical segments per side and 2 panels dedicated to instruments. 

One of these panels has the Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration (LLCD), which 

represents a furthering of the laser communications technology demonstration proved out 

by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO). LLCD increases the bandwidth of 

communication to and from the moon with less mass and power than LRO’s technology 

demonstrator. The LLCD Modem and Controller boxes are mounted to an internal 

cruciform composite panel and have no dedicated radiator. The thermal design relies on 

power cycling of the boxes and radiation of waste heat to the inside of the panels, which then 

reject the heat when facing cold space. The LADEE mission includes a slow roll and 

numerous attitudes to accommodate the challenging thermal requirements for all the 

instruments on board. During the cruise phase, the internal Modem and Controller avionics 

for LLCD were warmer than predicted by more than modeling uncertainty would suggest. 

This caused concern that if the boxes were considerably warmer than expected while off, 

they would also be warmer when operating and could limit the operational time when in 

lunar orbit. The thermal group at Goddard Space Flight Center evaluated the models and 

design for these critical avionics for LLCD. Upon receipt of the spacecraft models, an audit 

was performed and data was collected from the flight telemetry to perform a sanity check of 

the models and to correlate to flight where possible. This paper describes the efforts to 

correlate the model to flight data and to predict the thermal performance when in lunar 

orbit and presents some lessons learned. 

Nomenclature 

LADEE = Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer 

LRO = Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 

LLCD = Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration 

LDEX = Lunar Dust Explorer 

NMS = Neutral Mass Spectrometer 

UVS = Ultraviolet and Visible light Spectrometer 

LCRD = Laser Communications Relay Demonstration 

GSFC = Goddard Space Flight Center 

WFF = Wallops Flight Facility 

IR = InfraRed 

UV = Ultraviolet and Visible 

OM = Optical Module 

MGA = Medium Gain Antenna 
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I. Introduction to LADEE and LLCD 

HE Lunar Atmosphere and Dust Environment Explorer (LADEE) is a low cost mission to study the atmosphere 

of the moon and to determine the cause of dust suspension in the lunar atmosphere. LADEE was designed and 

built by NASA’s Ames Research Center and includes three science instruments and one technology demonstration: 

Neutral Mass Spectrometer (NMS), Ultraviolet and Visible Light Spectrometer (UVS), Lunar Dust Experiment 

(LDEX), and Lunar Laser Communications Demonstration (LLCD). The latter of these was designed and built by 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Lincoln Labs and managed by GSFC building on LRO technology to 

demonstrate high-rate, two-way, space based laser communication. 
 

The LADEE design shown in Figure 1 features a light-

weight composite, octagonal core, modular structure. 

Multiple modules are stacked depending on the needs of a 

mission. For LADEE, four vertical modules were used: 

Propulsion, Extension, Payload, and Bus. The top deck of 

the structure acts as a radiator and supports many of the 

spacecraft avionics as well as two of the three instruments 

(UVS and LDEX). The NMS instrument is mounted 

external to the Payload module, with the LLCD camera 

head on the diametrically opposite panel. Mounted on a 

cruciform internal to the payload module are the Modem 

and Controller avionics for LLCD. The spacecraft is 

designed to roll about its long axis, allowing each panel to 

act as a solar panel or a radiator depending on the location 

of the sun and deep space. 
 

LLCD operates in a power cycled manner when a clear field-of-view to Earth is available (i.e. when the Moon is 

not between the spacecraft and Earth). Just prior to entering the Earth-viewing window, the spacecraft orients the 

medium gain antenna (MGA) towards the Earth, allowing the co-aligned LLCD space terminal to scan to find the 

beacon laser beam sent up from the LLCD ground station. Once the space terminal sees the ground beacon, it slews 

to that position and “locks” onto the signals while also sending its own downlink laser beam back to the station. The 

ground station receives the incoming light and “locks” onto its signal, allowing two-way uplink and downlink 

communication via pulsing of the space-based and ground lasers. The Modem and Controller are powered on to 

transfer the data and once the communication has completed and the data has been uploaded and/or downloaded, the 

instrument is powered off prior to exiting the Earth-viewing window. For nominal LLCD operations on LADEE, the 

Modem and Controller are generally powered on for only 20 minutes due to thermal constraints to prevent over- 

heating of the Controller and Modem. LADEE operations also constrained the duration of time to orient towards 

Earth to maintain control of the momentum dumps via the reaction wheels from Earth-fixed orientations. 
 

LADEE launched aboard a Minotaur V provided by the US Air Force from Wallops Flight Facility (WFF) just 

before midnight on September 6, 2013. It performed three Earth flybys during the 30 day transfer phase to get to the 

moon. To reduce the overall launch mass, fuel mass was at a premium and therefore a direct flight path to the moon 

was not planned but rather a slower path using gravity assists from the Earth. This transfer phase also gave the 

mission operators time to check out the system in flight prior to operations. During this period, it was noticed that 

the entire spacecraft was warmer than expected. At that time, the GSFC thermal team was requested to assist with 

troubleshooting efforts, with specific focus on LLCD. 

II. Early Mission Operations 

Shortly after launch from WFF the GSFC thermal team was contacted when thermal telemetry from the Modem 

and Controller boxes of LLCD were considerably warmer than expected. The thermal design for the Modem and 

Controller was not an optimal design with a dedicated radiator, but rather consisted of the two boxes being hard 

mounted to a composite, internal cruciform structure. In addition, these boxes radiatively reject their heat dissipation 

to the surrounding solar panels, which would in turn reject the heat to space. With these boxes being warmer than 

expected in an unpowered configuration, there was concern that the boxes would exceed their high operating limits 

when operating, with approximately 90 W of total dissipation (Modem: 60 W, Controller: 30W). 
 

The thermal team began by collecting available telemetry data of the boxes, important surrounding component 

temperatures and power dissipations, as well as acquiring the Thermal Desktop® model to perform a flight 

T 

 
Figure 1. Exploded View of the LADEE Spacecraft.  
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correlation. During the transfer phase, the spacecraft was performing a communication maneuver that consisted of a 

180° roll maneuver every hour to position one of two opposite faces of the octagonal bus towards the sun, which 

aligned the Omni antennae for communication. The one hour period was selected to prevent one side of the 

spacecraft from over-heating while in direct sun, since nominal operations were for a spinning spacecraft to ensure 

that one side did not get continuous solar heating. During some of these maneuvers, the LLCD Modem, Controller, 

or both were turned on, providing valuable information about the warming trends that could be expected during 

operations. These operations also provided an important, overlooked clue to the warmer than expected spacecraft. 

III. Early Mission Correlation - LLCD 

For flight correlation, there are generally three most important parameters to characterize in order to accurately 

compare flight telemetry to model predictions: environmental loading, heat rejection capability, and power 

configuration states. The communication maneuvers were performed at a very advantageous time when LADEE was 

far away from the moon such that lunar IR flux was negligible and was also simultaneously far enough from Earth 

such that solar heating was the only credible environmental source. This helped greatly to reduce the uncertainty of 

environmental sources, which can be very difficult to accurately characterize in flight, particularly in orbit around a 

moon or planet. The heat rejection parameters, namely IR emissivity or radiating surfaces, also benefitted from the 

lack of Earth IR heating. Since no source was present that was directly influenced by IR emissivity, the steady state 

heat rejection of deep space facing radiators could be well correlated to the IR emissivity of the panels based on the 

achieved flight temperatures. The last parameter, the power and state configurations, required some extra work but 

could provide a full power state of all dissipating components and their power dissipations from the telemetry. 
 

With all uncertainty parameters able to be 

accounted for, a flight correlation was performed 

for the spacecraft during the roll maneuvers and 

yielded a number of lessons learned with regards 

to data collection and processing as well as best 

modeling practices. To begin, a point just before 

the second apogee of the trajectory was initially 

selected on Day 260 (9/17/2013) to extract data 

for correlation purposes believing that the 

spacecraft would be at a nearly quasi-steady 

state, with the only thermal disturbances resulting 

from the communication maneuvers. The model 

was received from the Spacecraft Operations 

team and was updated to include an orbital case with the communication maneuver and no earth or albedo loading. 

The results did not compare well, with the Modem and Controller predicting about 5-6°C cooler in an unpowered 

configuration as seen in Figure 2. This suggested that the surrounding spacecraft structure would also be 

considerably warmer to drive these unpowered components to the warmer temperatures seen in flight. Further 

temperature comparisons on other spacecraft components yielded even larger differences between model predictions 

and observed flight temperatures. The concern lingered that if the Modem and Controller were 5°C warmer than 

expected when off, they would be considerably warmer when turned on, being dependent on the radiative and 

conductive environment surrounding them, which was also warmer than expected. 
 

An initial checkout of the model revealed some modeling 

practices that might have been a contributor to the higher 

predictions. Four of these were targeted for further investigation: 

duplicate node numberings, low nodalization of the solar panels, 

component dissipations, and solar panel optical properties. 

Duplicate node numbers were found in the model that proved to 

be erroneous. In some cases, these had no bearing on the Modem 

and Controller predicts but others may have had a small but hard 

to determine impact. In one case, the entire bracket supporting 

the top Omni antenna had the same node numbering as the entire 

bracket supporting the bottom Omni antenna on the opposite end 

of the spacecraft. This could allow heat from the top panel to 

“short” to the bottom of the spacecraft, which is not physically 
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Figure 2. Initial Comparison between Flight and Model Data  
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possible. Other duplicate nodes were found on differing solar panels, simultaneously on the front and back of a 

panel, and on different sides of the same avionics box. The nodalization of the original model was also a concern, 

with most of the panels being nodalized using edge nodes with a 2x2 pattern with nodes at the corners. The panels 

were physically bolted to the composite structure at each corner, effectively shorting the nodes directly to the 

structure without consideration for the in plane resistance of the composite facesheets. Therefore, heat absorbed in 

the center of the panel was assigned to nodes at the corners rather than having to transfer in-plane through the 

facesheets. This leads to lower solar panel temperatures than physics would suggest. The panels were renodalized 

and renumbered to avoid duplicates and additional duplicate node numberings were corrected as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Lesson Learned: Duplication of node numbers should always be checked to ensure that physically impossible 

shorts are not present in a thermal model 
 
Lesson Learned: Composite panels should have sufficient nodalization to capture important in-plane thermal 

resistances that may contribute to higher temperatures. 
 

Component dissipations were investigated next, 

with the telemetry retrieved to determine the total load 

on the spacecraft. The component power dissipations 

for the Modem and Controller were corroborated with 

the responsible engineers. As seen in Figure 4, the total 

power on the spacecraft varies greatly over a 2 hour 

window, making it difficult to compare to the model in 

a meaningful manner. It also highlighted the need to 

understand the individual component power profiles 

for comparison to the model. Comparing the total 

average spacecraft dissipation to the model showed 

that the model was “missing” approximately 45 W, 

which was applied in a smearing manner until the 

specific component discrepancies were resolved. With the updated powers, the correlation improved further for the 

Modem, Controller, and other related telemetry. However, as the investigation expanded, a new concern came 

forward. While LLCD may still operate within its limits, other components on the spacecraft, particularly those 

mounted on the top radiator panel, were also predicting colder temperatures than seen from the telemetry. The new 

concern was that the spacecraft may have to transition to a safe mode during LLCD operation when at the moon due 

to other instruments or components reaching their hot limits. Therefore, the scope of what the LLCD thermal team 

was tasked to investigate then grew to include most all of the spacecraft components to have the best chance for the 

long term operations needed to demonstrate the technology. 

IV. Early Mission Correlation - LADEE 

The envelope of telemetry points was expanded to include most of the non-propulsion related data points, and 

predictions were generated from the model for comparison. Consulting with the spacecraft operations team and their 

thermal support for LADEE suggested that their comparison of the model predictions to current data was much 

better than what was seen for the apogee case produced by GSFC. The GSFC comparison indicated poor agreement 

between the model and flight data for many spacecraft components, while their comparison showed much smaller 

discrepancies. However, their comparisons were taken on a different day of the mission (Day 273-4, 9/30/13 to 

10/1/13) when the spacecraft was nearing perigee. These were expected to be even warmer, since the Earth IR 

heating near perigee would be an additional heat load on the spacecraft, even while the communication maneuvers 

were still being performed. During this comparison, a number of heater setpoints were identified that were not 

consistent with the current state of the spacecraft, specifically related to bakeout settings. These were updated in the 

model and new predictions generated. In parallel, the differences in data points between the GSFC telemetry points 

and spacecraft operation retrieved points was investigated. 
 
No single telemetry point represented the bulk spacecraft temperature, as nearly all the telemetry sensors were 

allocated for specific components with none for structure. Without a good telemetry point for the internal structure 

bulk temperature, an average of the solar panel temperatures around the spacecraft on all eight sides was generated 

and plotted using a 1 hour moving window to smooth the oscillations. Upon expanding to a longer term view of the 

data, distinct cooling trends of the overall spacecraft could be identified. The difference in the average temperature 

is quite noticeable at the second apogee (Day 260; 9/17/13) compared to data retrieved by the Spacecraft Team (Day 

 

 
Figure 4. Overall LADEE Spacecraft Power variation 

over a two hour flight window  
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273-274; 9/30/13-10/1/13) and highlighted the need to compare quasi-steady model predictions to a more stable 

portion of the entire timeline such as around 9/26/13 as seen in Figure 6. 
 
 Lesson Learned: Long term views of trending data may reveal trends not seen in short term views 

 

Further investigation into the 

spacecraft level correlation revealed a 

simplified version of the top radiator in 

the model that neglected the additional 

blockage or loss of area associated with 

harness, cutouts, or brackets as seen in 

Figure 5. Therefore, the model would 

in general predict colder temperatures 

for all components mounted to the top 

of the radiator. A knockdown factor 

was applied to the emissivity used for 

the top panel to account for the 

diminished radiative capability of the 

actual hardware.  
 
Lesson Learned: It is important to capture the impact of harness, holes, brackets and inserts in as-built radiator 

panels to correctly model the effectiveness of a flight radiator when the field of view is not 100%. In addition, it is 

crucial that the thermal model reflects the configuration of the as-built hardware as fully as possible. 
 

Another area of modeling that had considerable uncertainty 

was the prediction of solar panel temperatures. The panels are 

composite facesheets with an aluminum core and a sensor 

mounted in the center of the panel. The panels are mounted to a 

central composite structure by four bolts, one at each corner. To 

mount the sensor to the inside of the outer facesheet, about a 1” 

(2.54 cm) circular section of inside facesheet and core was 

removed. The sensor was bonded to the inside of the outer 

facesheet inside the remaining void, but with no over-taping as shown in Figure 7. During TV testing it was noticed 

that the flight solar panel sensors were indicating a temperature about 10°C higher than test only sensor located 

close by, but mounted externally on the outside of the outer facesheet. The relatively thin, low conductivity panels 

were creating an isolated hot spot right at the sensor, without the backing core to help transfer the heat. This local 

effect was noted, but nothing was updated in the model to account for this; the discrepancies were simply noted as 

explainable in the correlation report. 
 
Lesson Learned: It may be important to consider the sensor mounting scheme for flight, particularly on 

composite structures to accurately represent the component temperature. 
 

To improve the overall spacecraft correlation, the GSFC operations team retrieved all power-related components 

to allow the thermal team to have a big picture view of all dissipating components. This volume of data proved 

challenging to work with, especially given the relative unfamiliarity of the LLCD thermal team to the entire LADEE 

design, but understanding the power state of the spacecraft was crucially important to establishing conditions for 

correlation. For many spacecraft, the major dissipating avionics provide direct measurement of their power or 

 
Figure 6. Simplistic Representation of Top Radiator Compared to 

Photograph of Actual Flight Hardware 

 

 
Figure 7. Sensor Mounting Methodology for 

Solar Array Panels 
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Figure 5. Long Term Trending of Average Solar Array Temperatures over 26 Days  
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current in the telemetry, but the dissipation of 

every component, particularly heaters, is not 

measured directly. Often, the state is known, but 

not the exact power. Frequently, many heaters 

and components are also combined together on 

one circuit, for which the entire current draw is 

known, but not necessarily the individual 

component current draws. Therefore, it is 

important to be able to relate the state 

information to the current draw to be able to 

extract power dissipations or heater duty cycles 

for all dissipating components during a 

correlation.  
 

For LADEE, four total switched circuits and 

one unswitched circuit indicated the power 

draw for all components. The unswitched 

current draw was implied by removing the sum 

of the four switched service draws from the 

total draw. For the more critical components on 

these four circuits, the individual component 

current draws were captured by specific 

mnemonics, leaving the remaining components 

to be determined by the state flags.  
 

A variable value was assigned to each 

dissipating component; the power at any given 

timestep is then the power multiplied by the 0 or 

1 state flag.  Summing all components on a 

circuit and comparing to the known total circuit 

power yielded the error between estimated and 

actual power.  Using an iterative approach (such 

as the Solver in Microsoft Excel®) and varying the assigned dissipations allowed for the Root Sum Square of the 

error to be minimized over all timesteps as shown in Figure 8 for the PAPI1 circuit.  This proved particularly useful 

to determine the actual available heater powers to update the design values that remained in the model.  
 
Lesson Learned: When extracting power dissipations from telemetry data, it may be necessary to infer actual 

power dissipations from state flags, which could be done by iterating on dissipation for each component and 

minimizing the Root Sum Square of the error between estimated and measured total power over all timesteps. 
 

As the complete picture of all telemetry became clearer, it was possible to examine trends across multiple 

components. One of the first areas of interest was to investigate how quickly the Modem and Controller rose in 

temperature for the turn on/turn off events for LLCD checkout during the lunar transfer. This provided valuable 

information for operations in lunar orbit due to the cycling nature of the design. Without dedicated radiators for 

these components, the nearest solar panels were compared to the avionics temperatures and power profile to 

determine the radiative environment for the Modem and Controller. The trends were as expected with a truncated, 1st 

order response of the opposite solar array panels every hour based on changing the orientation to the sun and sudden 

rise or fall of the Modem and Controller temperature when turned on or off. One area of discrepancy revealed by 

this data was the rate of rise for the Modem and Controller in the model compared to flight data. This led to an 

investigation into the associated thermal mass of the Controller and Modem, as these would have a direct bearing on 

the operability and duration of the Modem and Controller once in the lunar environment. As a result of matching the 

slope of the profiles during turn on, the thermal mass of the Modem was increased, while the thermal mass of the 

Controller was decreased. This provided greater confidence in the predictions and allowable durations for lunar 

operations. 
 
Lesson Learned: It is important to verify the thermal mass of components using test data. This is best done 

during turn on or transitions, since balance points tend to be steady and minimize any errors associated with 

energy storage. 
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Figure 8. Spreadsheet Excerpt with All Power Telemetry for 

PAPI1 Circuit. With unknown heater dissipations, the value for 

each heater was assigned a variable. Knowing the heater on/off 

state at all times, these variables were iterated using the Solver in 

Microsoft Excel® to minimize the total error for all timesteps to 

determine the actual heater powers and therefore the entire power 

configuration for the spacecraft.  
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An unexpected response in the 

flight data was the sudden change in 

solar panel temperatures when the 

Modem was turned on or off as 

shown in Figure 9; this was not 

predicted by the model. Further 

investigation into the design and the 

model revealed that unneeded power 

was simply not converted on the 

arrays. Since the spacecraft was in a 

minimal power state with most 

instruments off, the top panels on the 

bus module and part of the payload 

module were the only panels 

converting solar energy into 

electrical power. The model has used 

a solar absorptivity of 0.74 based on 

full panel conversion for all panels; 

unconverting cells were more in the 

range of 0.94. Therefore, when the 

Modem and/or Controller were 

turned on, the solar cells were 

needed to convert solar energy into 

electricity to provide them the 

necessary power, thereby changing 

the absorbed heat load from 94% to 

74%. The difference is converted 

into electricity and used by 

components on the spacecraft as 

demands dictated. This sudden change caused a noticeable drop in solar panel temperature when turning on and 

sudden rise when turning off. Note that the trend only appears on the hot panel, since the cold panel is facing deep 

space and would not be illuminated. When LLCD was off, these panels were much warmer without a need to 

convert and consequently the entire spacecraft was warmer than expected. 
 
Lesson Learned: For body mounted solar arrays, the power subsystem may have a direct impact on the thermal 

subsystem by virtue of converting or not converting cells. Incorrect solar absorptivity in the model depending on 

converting status of the power subsystem may result in incorrect predictions. 
 

This revelation led to a major undertaking to attempt to upgrade the model to include the change in absorbed heat 

load as a function of the entire bus power demand. Logic was developed to adjust the absorbed solar load by 

estimating which panels should be converting. The total applied load for the entire model was determined before and 

after the addition of the environmental load. The difference between these values represents the environmental 

backloading, which was then subtracted from the total load determined just prior to the solution iterations to 

estimate the total electrical power, including dissipations and heaters. This value was used on the subsequent 

timestep to estimate which panels should be converting (and use 74% absorptance) and which should not (and use 

94% absorptance). The geometric model had used 94% for the radiation calculations. With careful numbering of the 

panel nodes, the absorbed UV load was adjusted to account for the electrical conversion. The IR loads were applied 

separately and not adjusted. This approach was briefly tested for the correlation model, but failed to consider a 

major shortcoming. When in eclipse at lunar orbit, the battery would be providing power for the spacecraft. Upon 

exit from eclipse, some panels would be converting in order to recharge the battery. However, predicting the 

recharge time for the battery would be highly dependent on the power loads and eclipse durations. Therefore, this 

approach was abandoned, but it did highlight a need for model upgrades if this bus is used on future missions.  For 

the purposes of LADEE predictions, a constant absorptivity of 0.86 was used for predictions when most of the 

payload was off. 
 
Lesson Learned: If the thermal model is attempting to account for the current state of electrical conversion of 

various solar panels on a spacecraft, the charging state of the battery cannot be neglected. 
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Figure 9. Relation between Solar Array Temperature and LLCD 

On/Off State. Blue lines represent Controller Temperature (Solid) and 

Power (Dashed); Red Lines represent Modem Temperature (Solid) and 

Power (Dashed); Dotted Yellow and Green represent opposing Solar Panel 

Temperatures.  When the LLCD Modem and/or Controller are turned on or 

off, a nearly instantaneous change in Solar Panel temperatures is observed. 

This is caused by a change in the panel state from converting to not 

converting or vice versa, which impacts the effective solar absorptivity in 

terms of heat (not power) and consequently the panel temperature. The 

rapid changes in the green line correlate directly with the power variations. 

 

Solar Panel 
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V. LADEE Lunar Operation Predictions 

While the flight correlation was ongoing during lunar transfer, a parallel effort was being made to establish the 

best, thermally acceptable, operating parameters once in lunar orbit.  This included: the optimum time in the orbit to 

turn on/off, allowable duration of operating time, number of continuous orbital cycles allowed for operation before 

over-heating, and permissible spacecraft orientations and altitudes throughout the course of achieving final lunar 

orbit. Due to the status of the LLCD technology demonstrator as a secondary payload, its operational success was a 

secondary objective for the mission relative to the success of the science instruments. Therefore, LLCD was 

allocated non-optimal times to operate, mainly during the checkout phases for the main instruments, as well as the 

transfer phases between lunar orbits of various altitudes. As mentioned earlier, the previous thermal model failed to 

capture certain trends observable in the flight lunar transfer phase and therefore produced inaccurate flight 

predictions of LLCD component temperatures. The efforts to improve the thermal model for better prediction of on-

orbit temperatures also cast suspicion on the previous set of predictions made with the original flight model for the 

LLCD in lunar orbit, which indicated that LLCD would operate within its temperature limits for all its operational 

orbits. Hence, a new set of flight predictions with the updated, better-correlated model were generated to ensure that 

LLCD could operate within its acceptable flight limits. 
 

For part of the lunar transfer mission phase, the spacecraft performed a “barbecue roll” maneuver wherein the 

spacecraft rotates slowly about its Z-axis. During this phase, body-mounted solar panel temperatures varied 

sinusoidally and peaked when the panel was orthogonal to the solar vector. The arrangement of temperature sensors 

(PRTs) on LADEE solar panels from a “top-down” view and temperature data gathered from flight telemetry during 

this phase is shown in Figure 10. From the telemetry, it was seen that the temperature sensor PRT7 on the solar 

panel directly below the LLCD Optical Module (OM2) peaked at a higher temperature than all other body-mounted 

solar panels on the spacecraft. This was perplexing as there was no observed workmanship issue with this panel 

during the observatory thermal vacuum test, nor was this temperature difference predicted via the thermal model. A 

hypothesis was formed that extraneous reflections from the LLCD OM2 blanket when the solar vector was 

orthogonal to the optical head could have resulted in higher temperatures on this solar panel. A closer examination 

of the model also revealed that the reduced model for the LLCD Optical Module did not incorporate the OM2 

blanket, but rather just represented surfaces for the Optical Head hardware itself. From pictures taken during the 

LADEE Integration and Testing phase and information provided by the LLCD team, a simplified Optical Head tent 

blanket representation was reconstructed and placed in the model. With the new blanket configuration, the model 

significantly improved in its prediction of the hot spot on the panel aft of the LLCD Optical Module, and confirmed 

that the increased peak temperatures on this panel were the result of solar reflections from the OM2 blanket.  
 
Lesson Learned: For composite, body-mounted solar panel spacecraft, it is crucial to model all externally-

mounted MLI blankets to their as-built geometry, especially when the blankets protrude beyond the plane of the 

solar arrays. Reflections from these blankets may impact the radiative interchanges and resultant heat flows and 

temperatures of the spacecraft components. 
 

    
Figure 10. LADEE Solar Array Temperature Sensor Placement and Data during "Barbecue Roll" Maneuver 
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The first set of predictive lunar orbit results 

with the new, updated model were run at a 50 

km x 250 km altitude lunar orbit, with 

periselene at the lunar sunset terminator and a 

Sun-Earth-Moon angle of 281 degrees, 

corresponding to First Quarter Moon, as shown 

in Figure 11. As the spacecraft enters its Earth-

viewing window, the Medium Gain Antenna 

(MGA) and LLCD optical head fixes on a 

terrestrial target, and the entire spacecraft 

maintains this attitude until the end of the 

Earth-viewing window. From previous 

analyses with the original thermal model 

considering the LLCD operational schedule, 

this was determined as the most challenging 

operational thermal environment for LLCD. 

The goal of the LLCD team was to operate for 

nine successive orbits in this configuration. 

However, preliminary thermal analyses with 

the updated model showed that the original 

LADEE thermal model vastly under-predicted 

the temperatures at this orbit. Even with only 

20-minute-duration operations of LLCD during 

the Earth-viewing window at this attitude, the 

modem exceeded temperature limits in just 

three orbits, with an initial temperature based 

on a non-operating, ram-pointed LDEX orbit at 

this altitude. Extending the thermal analysis run out to 21 orbits (9 operational orbits, 3 non-operational orbits, and 9 

additional operational orbits as seen in Figure 12) showed the modem asymptotically converged to a quasi-steady 

temperature variation around 51-52°C, exceeding its temperature limit of 45°C. 
 

These predictions caused even further suspicion as to the 

validity of results previously generated for the bulk LLCD 

operations at a 250 km x 250 km circular orbit during LADEE’s 

commissioning phase, and caused concern that LLCD would not 

be able operate for significant durations in any lunar orbit. The 

original thermal model showed no temperature violations for 

LLCD during this phase of the mission, but since the original 

model under-predicted flight temperatures, there was a concern 

that LLCD would exceed temperature limits when run with the 

updated, more accurate model at the higher altitude. A 

visualization of LADEE in different phases of lunar orbit is shown 

in Figure 13. From the thermal analysis with the updated model at 

the higher altitude, all LLCD components remained within their 

limits. A thorough vetting of the predictions at both altitudes was 

conducted to determine the differences that contributed to the 

lower temperatures at the 250 km x 250 km orbit, in comparison 

with the 50 km x 250 km orbit. From this analysis, contributions 

of orbital altitude, spacecraft orientation, and the duration of the 

Earth Viewing Window were all found to be significant contributors and are discussed further. 
 
1. Higher altitude reduces the incident lunar flux and albedo on the spacecraft. For LADEE’s body-mounted solar 

panel design, this is crucial since the solar panels also function as radiators. At lower altitudes, the higher lunar 

flux backloading results in a higher sink temperature for the solar panels, which consequently raises the panel 

temperatures themselves.  Since the panel temperatures are the sinks for the LLCD internal components, they 

also converge to a higher quasi-steady-state temperature.  
 

 
Figure 11. 50 x 250 km Altitude Lunar Orbit with Sun-Earth-

Moon Angle of 281 Degrees 

 
Figure 12.  LLCD Modem and Controller Temperature with 

20 Minute Operations per Orbit over 21 Orbits 

 

 
Figure 13. Visualization of LADEE in 250 

km x 250 km Orbit at Various Moon Phases 
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2. The orientation of the spacecraft was a greater driver to the internal temperatures than the phase of the moon. For 

LLCD operations during full moon, it was initially thought that this would represent the worst thermal 

environment for the 250 km x 250 km circular orbit, since the spacecraft would be inertially-fixed and 

continuously pointed towards Earth for LLCD operations, with one side being exposed to the sun during the 

entire Earth-viewing window. However, when the spacecraft was returned to an “LDEX Ram” orientation in 

eclipse, with the spacecraft slowly rotating and the LDEX instrument continuously pointed in the ram direction, 

the slow roll coupled with the various solar panels facing deep space created a sufficient sink to dissipate the heat 

collected from the Earth-viewing part of the orbit.  
 
 The diametrically opposite orbit at New Moon was initially thought to be a fairly benign thermal environment, 

but proved quite challenging with the orientations required for LLCD operations. As mentioned above, the 

LDEX Ram orientation provided a benign enough environment with the roll to help cool the overall observatory.  

However, for the New Moon case this proved to be far less effective.  When the spacecraft was on the sun side of 

the orbit and in the LDEX Ram orientation, it was receiving a high lunar flux on one side of the spacecraft and a 

high solar flux on the other.  This then did not provide a sufficient period of time to cool before transitioning to 

the Earth inertial orientation upon entering the Earth-viewing window and resulted in an overall hotter 

spacecraft.  
  
3. The longer duration of orbit for the 250 km x 250 km case as compared with the 50 km x 250 km case also 

helped to marginally improve thermal performance at the higher altitude. With a longer Earth viewing window 

for higher orbits, the spacecraft could remain in the LDEX Ram orbit for a longer period of time, providing 

additional precooling before transitioning to the warmer environment of the Earth inertial orientation  
 

With a new understanding of the contributing factors to the higher LLCD temperatures, further modifications 

were made to LADEEs orientations and length of LLCD operations to reduce temperatures. The spacecraft 

operations were modified to reduce the duration of the Earth-inertial orientation.  The spacecraft remained Earth-

inertial for 42 minutes of the 77 minute Earth-viewing window, with 20 minutes reserved for LLCD operations.  The 

time prior and subsequent to the operation was reserved for acquisition of the terrestrial target, as well as for the 

post-operation momentum dump. For the rest of the Earth-viewing window, the spacecraft was returned to the 

“LDEX Ram” orbit with the spacecraft slowly rotating as it orbited. This drastically reduced localized heating for 

the components inside the spacecraft bus. 
  

The decreased time in the inertially-fixed 

attitude allowed for increased durations of 

LLCD operations at the 50 km x 250 km 

altitude for most Moon Phases. However, at 

First Quarter, the LLCD modem still exceeded 

temperature limits as a result of the 42-minute 

operational fixed attitude corresponding to the 

times when the spacecraft was subjected to 

significant solar loading on the optical head 

and modem.. To optimize operations by 

precooling the spacecraft, the 42-minute fixed-

attitude portion of LLCD operations was 

moved to the end of the Earth-viewing window 

instead of the beginning. For the first 35-

minutes of the Earth-viewing window, LADEE 

maintained the “LDEX Ram” orbit such that 

the slow rotation would prevent any particular 

component from heating up dramatically with 

solar loading. During the last 42 minutes of the Earth-viewing window, as the spacecraft approached the sunset 

terminator, the spacecraft attitude changed to the MGA fixed attitude for LLCD operations. A visualization of the 

resultant spacecraft orientations is shown in Figure 14.  This finally ensured that all spacecraft components would 

remain below their limits during LLCD operations at First Quarter.  
 
Lesson Learned: For spacecraft with body-mounted solar arrays, a combination of orientations can be used to 

alleviate thermal stresses or prevent localized heating during the course of an orbit.   

 
Figure 14. Spacecraft Orientations required for Thermal 

Management at 50 km x 250 km Altitude Lunar Orbit and 

Sun-Earth-Moon Angle of 281 Degrees 
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VI. Conclusion 

The LADEE mission continues to operate in the lunar orbit and provided an excellent opportunity to validate the 

new LLCD technology of high speed, space-based, two-way laser communication with spacecraft orbiting the moon 

during its 30 day operational period. LLCD achieved the highest data transfer rates ever between the moon and 

Earth (622 Mbps download, 20 Mbps upload) during the LADEE commissioning phase and will continue to seek 

other opportunities to demonstrate and characterize performance of the technology as other objectives of the mission 

are completed assuming resources are available prior to decommissioning. 
 
During the early operations of LADEE, some valuable lessons were learned in the areas of modeling, telemetry 

processing, and the LADEE design itself that may help future missions. It is very important to have accurate thermal 

models and confidence in model predictions, as flight configurations and operations can sometimes deviate 

significantly from the tested or planned conditions. The challenges of accurate modeling with the significant use of 

composites highlighted the need for sufficient nodalization and attention to detail with sensor mounting. Careful 

attention should be paid to correctly modeling the physics of the configuration including correct thermal masses, 

harness, holes, and cutouts as well as ensuring no unrealistic thermal shorts exist. For flight correlations, it is 

important to ensure that the data is stable over a sufficient period of time and that all power in the spacecraft is 

accounted for. With a limited number of current monitors, it may take some additional processing to retrieve this 

data. In particular for the LADEE design, the relation between the power and thermal subsystem was stronger than 

other missions due to the body mounted arrays in the design. The thermal model should account for the active or 

inactive state of the solar cells on the various panels and battery charging state to be able to predict the temperature 

configuration for all possible states and not just during operations. 
 

While performing model predictions using the newly correlated model, additional lessons were learned regarding 

the thermal performance of a body-mounted solar array spacecraft such as LADEE in lunar orbit. For these types of 

spacecraft designs, it is crucial to model all MLI surfaces, especially those protruding from the plane of the solar 

arrays, since any reflections may significantly impact the temperatures and heat flows on the spacecraft. The 

environment seen by the solar panels determines most of the internal component temperatures and heat flows since 

the solar panels also function as radiators. Even small changes in spacecraft altitude and attitude highly impacted the 

spacecraft internal bus environment, as higher altitudes greatly reduced the lunar flux and albedo loading.  

Furthermore, the orientation of the spacecraft and duration in that orientation over the course of the orbit may 

influence internal temperatures more significantly than lunar phase. By pursuing a combination of altitudes, 

orientations, and durations of LLCD operation, the optimal thermal environment to maintain all components under 

temperature limits could be achieved, despite the initial environment and orientation not being ideal for LLCD 

operations. Thus, in future missions with composite bus-mounted solar array spinning spacecraft, creative 

combinations of these parameters can be utilized to achieve the ideal thermal environment. 
 
LLCD laid the ground work for future missions to utilize this technology for other applications. Currently, 

Goddard Space Flight Center is continuing the development of this technology with the Laser Communications 

Relay Demonstration (LCRD) to fly in 2016 on board a commercial satellite and demonstrate two years of 

operations. As spacecraft data demands continue to increase and radio frequency technology struggles to meet 

newer, more challenging requirements, the evolution of optical communication may one day become the new 

normal for spacecraft communication, with LRO, LLCD, and LCRD all having paved the way to the future. 
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